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Types of Assessment

Summative Summative Summative Summative FormativeFormativeFormativeFormative
� Monitors student 

learning to determine 
student achievement

� Specific Criteria is 
identified – How will you 
know that the student has 
achieved the desired 

outcome?

� Monitors student 

learning for the purpose of 
adjusting instructional 
strategies and activities

� Specific Criteria should 
be identified – What are 
you looking for?



Four Stages of Assessment

Planning Assessment: 
Setting Clear Goals

Using Results:

Making Decisions

Gathering Evidence: 
Employing Multiple 

Methods

Interpreting Evidence: 
Making Inferences



The Purposes of Assessment 

and Their Results

Monitoring Student 

Progress

Making Instructional 

Decisions

Evaluating Student 

Achievement

Evaluating Programs
Modify 

Program

Recognize 
Accomplishment

Improve 

Instruction

Promote Growth



The Developmental Reading 

Assessment – Second Edition

� Diagnostic

� Formative Assessment – informs instruction as well as forms 

instruction

� Generative

� Focuses upon fiction and nonfiction

� Includes a “Focus for Instruction” with 1:1 correlation with the 

DRA2 Continuum

� Simulates true reading situation

� Teacher analysis of student strengths and weaknesses



The Developmental Reading 

Assessment – Second Edition

The number one goal of any reading The number one goal of any reading 
program should be to help students program should be to help students 
become proficient enthusiastic readers become proficient enthusiastic readers 
who read for a variety of purposes.who read for a variety of purposes.

--JoettaJoetta Beaver, Developer of DRABeaver, Developer of DRA



Components of the DRA2

READING ENGAGEMENT

ORAL READING FLUENCY

COMPREHENSION



READING ENGAGEMENT

Characteristics of Good Readers

� Enjoys readingEnjoys readingEnjoys readingEnjoys reading

� Identifies favorite books, authors, and genresIdentifies favorite books, authors, and genresIdentifies favorite books, authors, and genresIdentifies favorite books, authors, and genres

� Preferences regarding when and where they readPreferences regarding when and where they readPreferences regarding when and where they readPreferences regarding when and where they read

� Talk about and recommend their favorite booksTalk about and recommend their favorite booksTalk about and recommend their favorite booksTalk about and recommend their favorite books

� Select materials that are Select materials that are Select materials that are Select materials that are ““““just rightjust rightjust rightjust right”””” and match interestsand match interestsand match interestsand match interests

� Read and sustain independent reading for longer periods of timeRead and sustain independent reading for longer periods of timeRead and sustain independent reading for longer periods of timeRead and sustain independent reading for longer periods of time

� Reads for multiple purposesReads for multiple purposesReads for multiple purposesReads for multiple purposes

� Aware of ability to read and strengths as a readerAware of ability to read and strengths as a readerAware of ability to read and strengths as a readerAware of ability to read and strengths as a reader

� GoalGoalGoalGoal----directeddirecteddirecteddirected



ORAL READING FLUENCY

Characteristics of Good Readers
� Read appropriately leveled texts with a high level of accuracyRead appropriately leveled texts with a high level of accuracyRead appropriately leveled texts with a high level of accuracyRead appropriately leveled texts with a high level of accuracy

� Can monitor their comprehension while readingCan monitor their comprehension while readingCan monitor their comprehension while readingCan monitor their comprehension while reading

� Effectively uses fixEffectively uses fixEffectively uses fixEffectively uses fix----up strategies to selfup strategies to selfup strategies to selfup strategies to self----correct miscues that correct miscues that correct miscues that correct miscues that 
interfere with meaninginterfere with meaninginterfere with meaninginterfere with meaning

� Read quickly and smoothlyRead quickly and smoothlyRead quickly and smoothlyRead quickly and smoothly

�Read in longer, meaningful phrases with effective expressionRead in longer, meaningful phrases with effective expressionRead in longer, meaningful phrases with effective expressionRead in longer, meaningful phrases with effective expression



COMPREHENSION

Characteristics of Good Readers
� Preview texts, making predictions about what is likely to happenPreview texts, making predictions about what is likely to happenPreview texts, making predictions about what is likely to happenPreview texts, making predictions about what is likely to happen
or identifying topics and important information that may be or identifying topics and important information that may be or identifying topics and important information that may be or identifying topics and important information that may be 
included.included.included.included.

� Ask questions prior Ask questions prior Ask questions prior Ask questions prior to andto andto andto and during the reading of a text.during the reading of a text.during the reading of a text.during the reading of a text.

�Use text features (charts, graphs, headings) and graphic Use text features (charts, graphs, headings) and graphic Use text features (charts, graphs, headings) and graphic Use text features (charts, graphs, headings) and graphic 
organizers.organizers.organizers.organizers.

� Construct meaning from the text, and use the concepts and key Construct meaning from the text, and use the concepts and key Construct meaning from the text, and use the concepts and key Construct meaning from the text, and use the concepts and key 
vocabulary to identify and organize important information into avocabulary to identify and organize important information into avocabulary to identify and organize important information into avocabulary to identify and organize important information into a
summary.summary.summary.summary.

� Respond to literal comprehension questions (right there in the Respond to literal comprehension questions (right there in the Respond to literal comprehension questions (right there in the Respond to literal comprehension questions (right there in the 
story).story).story).story).



COMPREHENSION

Characteristics of Good Readers

�Make inferences and connections.Make inferences and connections.Make inferences and connections.Make inferences and connections.

� Support responses to questions using details from the text.Support responses to questions using details from the text.Support responses to questions using details from the text.Support responses to questions using details from the text.

� Reflect and determine significance in what they read.Reflect and determine significance in what they read.Reflect and determine significance in what they read.Reflect and determine significance in what they read.

� Connect significance of text to personal or text examples.Connect significance of text to personal or text examples.Connect significance of text to personal or text examples.Connect significance of text to personal or text examples.

� Identify strategies used to construct and monitor meaning Identify strategies used to construct and monitor meaning Identify strategies used to construct and monitor meaning Identify strategies used to construct and monitor meaning 
while reading.while reading.while reading.while reading.



ASSESSMENT GOALS

What percent of time should children spend at the 

following levels?

Easy Text 0% 15% 35% 50% 85%

Instructional Text 0% 15% 35% 50% 85%

Challenging Text

(Frustration) 0% 15% 35% 50% 85%

TOTAL must equal 100%.



Digging Deeper:

ASSESSMENT GOALS
What percent of time should children spend at the 

following levels?

Easy Text 0% 15% 35% 50% 85%

Instructional Text 0% 15% 35% 50% 85%

Challenging Text

(Frustration) 0% 15% 35% 50% 85%

(R. Allington)

Challenging Text (at a child’s frustration level) provides 

no purpose for learning – the child will shut down!



Digging Deeper:

Results of the Assessments

The DRA2 helps us gather information about:

� A student’s individual strengths/weaknesses;

� A group of students’ progress after skill instruction;

� A class’s understanding of new concepts;

� A grade level’s performance across multiple subjects;

� A school’s strength and consistency in academic    

programming, instructional practices, and professional 

development;

� A district’s ability to achieve high standards for all 

students.


